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Abstract—Authentication constitutes the foundation and vertebrae of all security properties. It is the procedure in which
communicating parties prove their identities to each other, and
generally establish and derive secret keys to enforce other
services, such as confidentiality, data integrity, non-repudiation,
and availability. PUFs (Physical Unclonable Functions) has been
the subject of many subsequent publications on lightweight, lowcost, and secure-by-design authentication protocols. This has
turned our attention to investigate the most recent PUF-based
authentication protocols for IoT. In [1], we reviewed the security
of some PUF-based authentication protocols that were proposed
between 2016 and October 2020, and drew important security
lessons to consider by future authentication protocol designers. In
this paper, we extend our previous work by reviewing the security
of fifteen PUF-based authentication protocols that were recently
published during the past two years (2020 and 2021). We first
provide the necessary background on PUFs and how they are
used for authentication. Then, we analyze the security of these
authentication protocols to identify and report common security
issues and design flaws. We draw lessons and recommendations
for future authentication protocol designers.
Index Terms—Physical Unclonable Functions (PUFs), PUFbased authentication, PUF security, and PUF attacks.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Authentication is the procedure in which communicating
parties prove their identities to each other, and generally
establish and derive secret keys to enforce other services,
such as confidentiality, data integrity, non-repudiation, and
availability. There has been a remarkable attraction and convergence from the research community and the industry to adopt
PUFs (Physical Unclonable Functions) as a prominent physical
security technology. Important industrial cores, such as NXP,
Microsemi, Intel, and Xilinx, have already implemented the
technology to develop secure integrated circuits [25]–[28].
In the meantime, researchers have turned their attention to
PUF technology to develop lightweight and secure-by-design
authentication protocols for IoT applications.
PUFs are physical one-way functions constructed from the
unique nanoscopic-structure of physical objects (e.g., integrated circuits, crystals, magnets, lens, solar cells, or papers)
and their reaction to random events. This intrinsic uniqueness
in the structure and reaction is due to the idiosyncrasies in the
manufacturing process of the objects. It allows not only the
unique identification of an object but also its authentication.
Additionally, it is assumed to be impossible to clone the

PUF of an object (and hence the object itself), which can
be perceived as a security-by-design that will prevent any
possible impersonation and cloning attacks. Therefore, PUFs
are considered as a novel, reliable, and prominent physical
security technology to develop secure integrated circuits and
lightweight authentication protocols for IoT applications.
The rapid convergence of adopting PUFs for authentication
by the research community has resulted in many subsequent
research work on lightweight, low-cost, and secure-by-design
authentication protocols. This has turned our attention to
devote this research work for investigating the security of the
most recent PUF-based authentication protocols.
In this paper, we analyze the security of recent PUF-based
authentication protocols that were published during the past
two years (2020 and 2021). We first provide the necessary
background on PUFs, their types, and related attacks, as
well as discuss how PUFs are used for authentication. Then,
we analyze the security of existing PUF-based authentication
protocols to identify possible attacks. Based on the identified
attacks, we discuss possible security lessons to be considered
by future authentication protocol designers. This would constitute a complementary work for our previous contribution
in [1] where we analyzed the security of 15 PUF-based
authentication protocols that were published between 2016 and
2020, and drawn security lessons for future designs.
To summarize, the contributions of this paper are twofold:
(i) We analyze the security of some PUF-based authentication
protocols that were published between the year of 2020 and
2021, and identify possible attacks. (ii) We draw lessons from
the design flaws of the existing protocols and provide security
recommendations for future authentication protocol designers.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In
Section II, we provide an overview of PUFs, their types, and
their related attacks, as well as discuss how PUFs are used for
authentication. This would provide the necessary background
needed for the remaining part of the paper. Section III reviews
the design and the security of PUF-based authentication protocols that were published during the past two years (2020
and 2021). We draw lessons and recommendations for future
PUF-based authentication protocol development. Some of the
drawn lessons are complementary to the ones provided in [1].
In Section IV, we summarize and discuss the lessons learned.
We conclude the paper in Section V.

II. PUF S (P HYSICAL U NCLONABLE F UNCTIONS )
A. PUFs Overview

security as they can be used to extract secret keys (volatilesecret keys) from a physical system instead of generating them
using software and storing the keys in non-volatile memories
(e.g., ROM, fuses, or EEPROM) that need to be secured
as well (which is difficult and expensive). This makes them
resilient to known physical invasive attacks. (3) They can be
used as a hardware random number generators to generate
purely random numbers. (4) PUFs do not require special
manufacturing processes and treatments (programming and
testing steps), which makes them low-cost security solutions.
(5) PUFs are practically unclonable. They can be used to
design and manufacture low-cost tamper-resistant circuits and
devices. (6) PUFs can be used for key agreement between two
resource-constrained devices that have never met with each
other (no prior key sharing). (7) PUFs are multidisciplinary
technologies, where researchers from different fields are contributing to their development.

PUFs (Physical Unclonable Functions), also known as
POWFs (Physical One-Way Functions) [2] or PRFs (Physical Random Functions) [3], are physical one-way functions
constructed from the unique nanoscopic-structure of physical
objects (e.g., integrated circuits, crystals, magnets, lens, solar
cells, or papers) and their reaction to random events. In fact,
when a PUF is excited with a random event, called stimulus,
the function returns a unique, unpredictable, and reproducible
output. This unique output represents the actual fingerprint of a
particular PUF and allows its distinction among others. In the
field of information technology security (ITS), the stimulus
is known as the challenge, whereas the output is known as
the response. The set of all possible challenges and their
corresponding responses is often referred to as the CRPs,
which stands for Challenge-Response Pairs.
In the electronics and nanotechnology disciplines, PUFs1
are constructed from the idiosyncrasies in the manufacturing
process of semiconductors [4]–[6] (e.g., inherent delay characteristics of wires and transistors [7]) to assign uniquely distinct fingerprints to semiconductor pieces [8]. Thus, physical
cloning of a piece of semiconductor becomes very difficult.
This for example, allows distinguishing a genuine integrated
circuit from a counterfeit one (including exact copies produced during the same manufacturing process [8]). Nowadays,
PUFs are considered as a low-cost and a more sophisticated
integrated-circuits-tagging technology than hard-printed serial
numbers, bar codes, and holograms, which are readily reproducible and consequently not secure.
When the cardinality of the set of challenge and response
pairs (CRPs) is large, the function Ψ(·) is called a strong PUF.
Otherwise, the PUF is called a weak PUF2 [9]. Additionally,
by increasing the size of the CRPs set, the size of the PUF
circuit increases as well. Hence, there exists a proportional
relationship between the size of the circuit implementing the
PUF and the cardinality of its CRPs set (strength of the
PUF). Principally, if the number of CRPs of a given PUF
increases exponentially with the size of the PUF circuit, the
function is considered strong, whereas if it scales in a linear or
polynomial manner, the function is then considered weak [10].
In general, the output of a PUF is subject to noise, which may
slightly change the output value for a given challenge. Thus,
to generate the correct output for a given input in the presence
of noise, a fuzzy extractor is commonly used [11], [12].
For the past twenty years, PUFs have attracted the attention
of a large number of researchers. They are recognized as
reliable and promising security tools for implementing future
security solutions. The attraction is due to the following assets:
(1) PUFs have a relatively lower hardware overhead compared
to other hardware solutions. (2) PUFs provide higher physical

Since the emergence of PUFs, researchers have worked on
designing PUFs by exploiting the physical characteristics of
different materials, including Silicon, crystals, magnets, lens,
solar cells, and papers. This has resulted in a large variety
of PUFs, including but not limited to, delay-based PUFs
(e.g., Arbiter-PUFs [3], ring oscillator-PUFs [13], and glitchPUFs [14]), memory-based PUFs (e.g., SRAM-PUFs [15],
DRAM-PUFs [16], SR Latch PUF [17], and RowhammerPUFs [18])3 , acoustical-PUFs [19], coating-PUFs [20], opticalPUFs (e.g., paper-PUFs [21], Compact Disc-PUF [22], and
liquid crystal-PUF [23])4 , and magnetic-PUFs [24]. These
PUFs differ from each other in their environmental application,
source of randomness (e.g., semiconductors, lens, crystals,
magnets, or solar cells), excitation mechanisms (e.g., electronic signals, beam of light or laser, or electromagnetic
waves), or other parameters. Interested readers are referred
to the work of McGrath et al., [10], where a comprehensive
taxonomy of existing PUFs was extensively elaborated.
Despite the existence of various types of PUFs, the SiliconPUFs (a.k.a., delay-based PUFs) are the most commonly
researched and adopted in the electronics and nanotechnology
disciplines. This type of PUFs relies on the timing and delay
information retrieved from semiconductors (i.e., electronic
components made of Silicon material). Moreover, similar to
delay-based PUFs, memory-based PUFs are becoming more
and more popular in the research field as well as in the
industrial field. Nowadays, most of the latest secure ICs
adopt SRAM-based PUFs for secure storage. For example, the
NXP company (the semiconductors division of Philips) has
embedded an SRAM-based PUF on its SmartMX2 P60 microcontroller and LPC54S0xx family of microcontrollers [25].
Also, Microsemi company has adopted SRAM-PUFs on their
SmartFusion2 System-on-Chip FPGA devices [26]. Other

1 When a PUF is constructed from a semiconductor, which is generally
made of Silicon, the PUF is categorized as a Silicon-PUF (SPUF).
2 Strong PUFs, such as arbiter-PUF, are generally used for device authentication, whereas weak PUFs are mainly used in key generation.

3 Delay-based and memory-based PUFs are often classified as electronic
CMOS (Complementary Metal Oxide Semiconductor)-PUFs.
4 In some literature, coating-based and optical-based PUFs are often classified as MEMS (Micro-Electro-Mechanical Systems)-based PUFs.

B. Types of PUFs

hardware from various companies have adopted SRAM-PUFs
to implement physical security, such as Coherent Logix HyperX, Intel Altera Stratix 10 FPGA [27], Redpine Signals
WyzBee, and the Xilinx Zynq Ultrascale+ [28]. This attraction
to SRAM-PUFs is due to the fact that this type of PUF
is pervasively embedded within commodity electronics and
hence no additional manufacturing is required. Also, SRAMPUFs are considered more resilient to temperature variations
and more compact than many other memory-based PUFs.
It is important to note that despite the type of the PUF
that is being adopted, the reliability5 of PUFs, in general, is
affected by environmental fluctuations, which include temperature variations, voltage variation, and ambient noise [30]–[34].
In the case of delay-based PUFs (Silicon-PUFs), the delay of
wires and transistors strongly depend on these environmental
fluctuations. This, for instance, could result in generating
two different responses for a given challenge at two different instances of times or under two different environmental
conditions. Therefore, to improve the reliability of PUFs (as
well as other properties, e.g., uniqueness), many researchers
have proposed different solutions to guarantee a certain level
of reliability. For example, fuzzy-extractors, error-correcting
codes, and assisting computed helper data are usually applied
to generate correct PUF responses.

the authenticator party (which could be the trust center or
another device), is referred to as the verifier v. This process
is illustrated in the MSC6 of Fig. 1, where Ψp (·) denotes the
prover’s PUF. We note that for higher security, the challengeresponse pass during the authentication phase can be run
multiple times (i.e., rounds). Moreover, after an authentication
round, the used CRP (ci , ri ) is sometimes deleted from the
verifier’s database to prevent replay attacks [37].
Prover
p
Phase 1
∀ci ∈ {c0 , . . . , cn−1 } Pick ci
ci
Compute ri = Ψp (ci )
ri
Store tuple (ci , ri ) in Γp

Phase 2
Pick (c′i , ri′ ) from Γp
c′i
Compute ri′′ = Ψp (c′i )
ri′′
Compare ri′′ with ri′

C. PUFs for Authentication
One of the substantially explored security applications of
PUFs is the development of on-the-fly and low-cost authentication protocols. These protocols would provide security
for resource-constrained devices without having the devices
to store any credentials on their limited non-volatile memories. This makes them resilient against physical invasive
attacks [35], [36].
To exploit the advantages of PUFs for integrated circuit authentication in general, and device authentication in particular,
a typical challenge-response-based protocol is adopted [3]. The
protocol consists of two main phases, the registration phase
(a.k.a., enrolment phase) and the verification phase (a.k.a.,
authentication phase). During the registration phase, a device
is enrolled in a database (a trust center) by registering pairs of
challenges and responses (CRPs), generated from the PUF that
is embedded in the device’s circuit. Therefore, each registered
device did will have its proper set of challenge and response
pairs in the database Γid = {(c0 , r0 ), . . . , (cn , rn )}.
The authentication of a registered device did consists of
randomly selecting a pair of registered challenge and response
(c0i , ri0 ) ∈ Γid and interrogating the device did by sending the
challenge value c0i and obtaining the corresponding response
ri00 from the device. Once the response ri0 is received, it is
compared with the registered response ri in the database. If
both responses are identical (or closely identical), i.e., ri0 ' ri00 ,
the device did is authenticated, otherwise, it is rejected. In
general, the device is referred to as the prover v, whereas
5 The reliability of a PUF is a performance metric that measures its
reproducibility. A reliable PUF produces the same response for a given
challenge at different times and under different environmental conditions [29].

Verifier
v

p Authenticated

p Authenticated

Fig. 1: A typical PUF-based authentication protocol using
Figure 1: WPA3-SAE authentication mechanism, where Phase 1 is the SAEchallenge-response
mechanism, where Phase 1 is the regishandshake phase, Phase 2 is the association phase, and Phase 3 is the WPA24-way-handshake.
notation
Mx→y indicates a message
tration phase and
Phase 2 The
is the
authentication
phase.M sent from x to
y. Also, Ex indicates an element E that is generated by x. For y = Γ, the
destination is the broadcast.

Finally, besides low-cost authentication, PUFs are used
in many other applications such as, for the protection of
intellectual property (IP) of hardware components (e.g., smart
cards [38] and FPGA circuits [39]–[42]),1 software components
(e.g., software IP binding [43] and images [44]), and embedded devices’ firmware integrity [45]. They are also employed
for generating cryptographic keys and random numbers [46]–
[50], and securing memories and processors.
D. Attacks on PUFs
In this subsection, we present some attacks on PUFs.
PUF Invalidation Attack. This attack assumes that the attacker has physical access to a device’s PUF. The attacker
randomly tampers with the PUF circuit in such a way so
that the behavior (i.e., output) of the PUF circuit changes
and behaves as another PUF. For example, the attacker can
spray the PUF circuit with some chemical substances so that
the conductivity of the circuit gets affected. Also, the attacker
can place some electromagnetic devices near the PUF circuit
6 MSC (Message Sequence Chart) is a graphical language for the description
of the interaction between different components of a system. This language
is standardized by the ITU (International Telecommunication Union) [59].

so that the PUF’s output gets altered. Therefore, any future
authentication attempt with the device’s PUF will fail as
the PUF has changed. To mitigate this attack, we need to
physically secure the PUF circuit so that it does not get easily
affected by any tampering action or environmental variation.
PUF Spoofing Attack. In this attack, a malicious insider has
access to all the CRPs of another device. This could happen
when the authenticator, generally, the trust center server (a.k.a.,
verifier), is compromised. In this case, the attacker can spoof
the legitimate device and perform successful authentication
with other devices that authenticate the spoofed device using
the same CRPs. This could also occur in the T2T architecture
where devices store CRPs of each other for authentication.
Eavesdropping Attack. An attacker intercepts authentication
transactions that contain the challenge values and their response values that are computed by the PUF of a target device.
The attacker then spoofs the device (prover) and responds
correctly to the verifier. The success of this attack relies on
the following two assumptions: (1) The number of possible
challenge-response pairs is too small. (2) The same challenge
is used twice. Such assumptions generally exist on weak PUFs
and certain strong PUFs that are predictable.
Machine-Learning Attack. This attack is also known as
PUF reverse-engineering or PUF modeling attack. In such
an attack, an attacker collects a large number of CRPs used
during an authentication or by interrogating a device’s PUF
with many challenges to obtain their responses. The collected
CRPs are then used to apply machine learning algorithms in
order to produce a software model of the PUF that is capable
of correctly predicting the responses of new challenges. The
efficacy of this type of attack on a given PUF depends on the
number of CRPs to be collected from the PUF and the time
it requires to build the model given the collected CRPs.
Side-Channel Attack. The goal of these attacks is mostly
to gain additional information about the PUF and use that
information to improve machine-learning computation times
(i.e., training times) from exponential to polynomial. For
example, by applying power-based side-channel techniques,
an attacker would aim to determine the amount of current
drawn from the supply voltage during an output computation
(e.g., transition from zero to one of a latch) and hence the
power consumption of the function. Additionally, by applying
timing-based side-channel techniques, an attacker would aim
to learn additional information about the delay of individual
response bits. Nevertheless, this type of attack requires complete physical access to the PUF, which is not always possible.
Replay Attack. This attack is possible if the PUF-based
authentication protocol allows the use of the same challenge
twice and the challenges, as well as their responses, are sent in
plaintext. An attacker can then intercept some challenge values
as well as their corresponding response values to replay them
later on. This would allow the attacker to impersonate the
device whose challenge and response values were intercepted.

CRP disclosure Attack. As many PUF-based authentication
protocols are designed by extending the typical authentication
protocol illustrated in Fig. 1, these protocols are subject to
CRP disclosure. In fact, as the CRPs are stored in plaintext
at the verifier, if the latter is compromised, the stored CRPs
of the registered devices will be revealed. This would allow
attackers to impersonate the PUFs of those devices.
III. S ECURITY A NALYSIS OF PUF- BASED
AUTHENTICATION P ROTOCOLS
In this section, we analyze the security of some recent PUFbased authentication protocols. We identify security flaws and
report possible attack scenarios on the reviewed protocols.
This would allow future authentication protocol designers to
learn from the identified flaws; lessons to consider when
designing new PUF-based authentication protocols. Also, we
distinguish two categories of protocols based on the communication scheme for which each protocol was designed for. The
first category represents protocols that were developed for the
T2M communication scheme, where a resource-constrained
device (e.g., a sensor) and a resourceful device (e.g., desktop) securely authenticate each other, whereas the second
category groups protocols that were designed for the T2T
scheme, where two resource-constrained devices authenticate
each other. This classification is based on the corresponding
authors’ claim when implementing the protocols.
When analyzing a particular protocol, we use the notation
adopted by the original author of the protocol. This would help
the reader refer to the original work. Also, for some of the
reviewed protocols, we have used MSC (Message Sequence
Chart) as a standard graphical tool to illustrate the protocol
message flows and security protocol claims [59]. We note that
every object or symbol in an MSC has a proper semantic. For
example, a condition, denoted by a hexagon, is used to express
that the system has entered a certain state (e.g., claimed a
security property). Additionally, when using an MSC, we rely
on the operational semantics of security protocols to express
security properties as claims. Therefore, when a claim is
compromised, the related security property is compromised.
In the operational semantics of security protocols, a claim is
an event where an agent, e.g., an authenticating party, reaches
a particular state in the protocol and assumes that a certain
security property, e.g., key secrecy, is satisfied. If a particular
claim is compromised by an attack, then the concerned agent
would assume that the claim is true, where in reality it is
not the case. In such a scenario, the protocol is considered
compromised and vulnerable to that attack.
TABLE I summarizes the differences between the reviewed PUF-based authentication protocols for T2M and T2T
schemes, respectively. The protocols are compared using six
characteristics (Column 1, and 3 to 8): (1) Authentication
scheme indicates the considered architecture to be either a
Thing-to-Thing, in the sense resource-constrained to resourceconstrained device, or a Thing-to-Machine, in the sense
resource-constrained device to a resourceful device architecture. (2) Used PUF shows the type of PUF being used for the

Scheme

T2M

T2T

Protocol

Used
PUF

P1

Protocol properties
P2
P3
P4 P5

Evaluation
P6
P7
P8

Implementation
platform
Nexys A7 board
Artix-7 FPGA &
Raspberry Pi 3B+

Satamraju et al., [56]
(2020)

Arbiter PUF
RO-PUF

7

3

•

7

3

7

3

7

Zerrouki et al., [57]
(2021)

Arbiter PUF

7

3

•

7

7

7

7

7

Simulation

Narwal et al., [51]
(2020)

Unspecified

7

7

•

7

7

3

3

7

—

Ghafi et al., [52]
(2020)

Unspecified

3

7

3

7

7

3

3

7

Simulation

Zheng et al., [58]
(2021)

Unspecified

7

3

•

7

3

3

7

7

—

Yoon et al., [53]
(2020)

Unspecified

7

3

•

7

3

3

7

7

—

Quershi et al., [54]
(2021)

3-1 DPUF

7

3

3

7

3

3

3

3

Xilinx Zynq-7000
zc706 board

Tan et al., [55]
(2021)

RO-PUF

3

3

•

7

7

3

3

7

Xilinx Zynq-7000
zc706 board &
OMNET++

Possible attacks
on the protocol
Spoofing attacks
DoS attack
CRP disclosure
Spoofing attack
CRP disclosure
MITM attack
DoS attack
Modeling attack
Spoofing attack
Desing bug
Key cracking
Spoofing attack
DoS attack
Spoofing attack
CRP disclosure
DoS attack
Spoofing attack
DoS attack
Spoofing attack
Key cracking
CRP disclosure
Spoofing attack
DoS attack
CRP disclosure
Modeling attack

TABLE I: This table summaries the differences between the reviewed PUF-based authentication protocols for T2M and T2T
authentication schemes. We have entitled some columns with a numbered letter P i, where P1: Mutual authentication using
PUFs, P2: Lightweight (no asymmetric cryptography and no preshared keys), P3: Scalability, P4: Smart, P5: Key establishment
(for message authenticity, confidentiality, and integrity), P6: Security evaluation, P7: Performance evaluation, P8: PUF-circuit
size evaluation. The symbol 3, 7, and •, indicate Yes, No, and Possible, respectively.
implementation of the authentication protocol referred in Column 2. (3) Properties P1, P2, P3, P4, and P5 mean whether the
referred protocol uses PUFs on both authenticating parties, is
lightweight from a cryptographic perspective, scalable, smart,
i.e., resilient to race-condition attacks [60], [61], [63], and
allows the establishment of cryptographic keys, respectively.
(4) Implementation platform specifies the type of hardware
used to implement the PUF and the communicating parties.
(5) Evaluation specifies whether the protocols were evaluated
in terms of security P6, performance P7, and circuit size P8.
(6) Possible attacks indicates the different attacks that can be
generated on the referred protocol as we demonstrate below.
A. PUF Yoking-based Authentication Protocol
In [51], Narwal et al., proposed a PUF-based authentication
protocol for wearable devices. The protocol relies on Yokingproof and a cloud server to allow wearable devices get
mutually authenticated to a user’s smartphone. The authentication protocol was empirically evaluated and its security was
discussed. Nevertheless, we have analyzed the protocol and
found the following security issues:
Bug. The protocol has a serious design issue that causes a
self-denial of service. In fact, after the server receive its first
authentication message, it uses the secret SWDi and its proper
]
]]
PUF function to compute the secrets SWD
and SW
Di . Then,
i
it uses these secretes to compute the parameters AWDi , BWDi ,
CWDi , and DWDi , to be sent to the wearable device. At this

]]
stage, the value of SWD
that the wearable device holds is
i
different from the once that was computed by the server using
its PUF. Therefore, any future authentication attempt would
automatically fail and the protocol will be stuck forever.

Spoofing Attack. Regardless the design issue pointed out
above, and from an insider viewpoint, the protocol is vulnerable to spoofing attack. In fact, the mutual authentication
of a wearable device and the server relies on proving the
knowledge of two keys: (i) the shared secret SWDi and
(ii) the shared session key sKey. The first key allows a
particular wearable device to prove its identity as this key
is device-specific. It also allows the device to verify that it
is communicating with the server. The second key seems to
be a session key that is shared among the server and all
connected wearable devices. It allows a device to prove that
a message has not been tampered and its source is authentic.
In this case, since all the connected wearable devices know
the session key sKey, a malicious wearable device, WDj
would just need to discover the secret key SWDi of the
wearable device W Di to be able to impersonate it. For that
end, the malicious device intercepts an authentication session
that involves the wearable device WDi (e.g., let us assume
WDk authenticating WDi ). From the first message that the
server sends to device WDi , the attacker computes the new
]]
value of SWD
= CWDi ⊕ DWDj ⊕ α that will be used in
i
]
the next authentication session. Also, the value of SWD
is
i

]]
]]
]
updated to SWD
, which would make SWD
== SWD
. Then,
i
i
i
during a second authentication session, the value of the secret
]]
SWDi is set to SWD
, which is known by the attacker. Thus,
i
at the end of the second authentication session, the attacker
]
]]
would know the values of SWDi , SWD
, and SWD
, that will be
i
i
used during the next authentication session. Now the attacker
needs to determine the pseudorandom identifier of the target
wearable device (i.e., PRIDi ). The authors did not mention
whether this information is kept secret or available to the
public. If the information is not secret, then the attacker has
all the required parameters to impersonate another wearable
device. Otherwise, if the pseudorandom identifier is a secret
information, the attacker may try to brute-force it offline using
the captured value of H(PRIDi ⊕ α). This would be quickly
performed if the identifier is in 16 bits. Furthermore, the
server has access to all the information about all the connected
wearable devices. Therefore, if the server is compromised, or
acting as a malicious insider, it will be able to impersonate
every single connected wearable device.

Key Cracking. In this protocol, the authentication is actually
relying on the secrecy of the session key sKey. This key is
shared among all wearable devices and hence can be used to
compromise the service of non-repudiation (due to its symmetric nature). From an outsider perspective, an attacker can
intercept messages exchanged during authentication sessions
]
]]
and compute the keys SWDi , SWD
, and SWD
that will be
i
i
used during the next authentication session as we have pointed
out above. What the attacker is missing is the secret key
sKey, which is not transmitted during authentication sessions.
The attacker will have to brute-force the key to crack it. The
current size of the key is 64 bits, and there is no key updating
procedure in the current design of the protocol. This would
increase the chance for an attacker to brute-force the key.
Lessons
1. We have seen, in this authentication protocol, how
a malicious insider took advantage of a legitimate
authentication session and used the learned information to impersonate another device. This issue of not
considering insider threats has become common design
flaw that puts the security of authentication protocols
into question. A manual analysis of insider threats is
highly recommended since most automated protocol
verifiers cannot detect such attack scenarios.
2. The authentication should not be realized through
the use of one single long-term shared key. This
constitute a single point of failure for the system. In
this protocol, the authentication is strongly relying on
the secrecy of the session key sKey. This key is known
by all enrolled devices, which voids the service of nonrepudiation. If this key is revealed to an outsider, the
protocol is compromised as discussed above.

B. Distributed PUF-based Mutual Authentication Protocol
Ghafi et al., [52] proposed a distributed PUF-based mutual authentication protocol with self-correction. The protocol
allows two IoT devices to perform mutual authentication
using PUFs, asymmetric cryptography, and smart contracts
in blockchain. The protocol was simulated and its response
time was evaluated. The protocol claims resilience to many
attacks, including spoofing, man-in-the-middle, replay, and
DoS attacks.
In this authentication protocol, each device deploys a smart
contract in the blockchain where one CRP for the device
is stored. When two devices need to get authenticated, each
device proves its identity by successfully performing an authentication with the related smart contract (on-chain phase)
and by successfully encrypting a nonce using a key that is
sent to the other party only in the case where the previous
authentication with the smart contract succeeds (off-chain
phase). For instance, if a device di wants prove its identity to
another device dj , device di needs first to authenticate itself
to the related smart contract and then sends back an encrypted
nonce that device dj previously created. If the authentication
with the smart contract succeeded, the smart contract sends to
device dj the key to decrypt the nonce that di has sent. If the
result is the same as the initial nonce that dj had created, then
dj authenticates di . Then, in order for device dj to authenticate
device di , device dj would execute the same steps that device
di executed to establish a mutual authentication.
We have analyzed the protocol and found the feasibility of
the following attacks:
DoS Attack. The protocol uses a countermeasure that blocks
the devices from performing any future authentication if
the device fails three successive authentication attempts. An
attacker may exploit this countermeasure to cause a denial
of service on the devices by impersonating the latter and intentionally causing multiple failed authentications. This would
block legitimate devices from using the system and performing
authentication. Moreover, removing this countermeasure and
allowing multiple authentication failures would create another
security flaw. The protocol would be vulnerable to denial of
service through desynchronization. The protocol is designed
in such a way so that at each successful authentication, the
device’s challenge and response pair at the smart contract
is updated so that a given CRP is used only once. An
attacker may try to brute-force the response of a challenge
by attempting multiple authentication trials until it hits the
correct response. This would update the smart contract with
a newer CRP and discard the current one. In this case, the
legitimate device would fail all future authentication attempts
as it will be using the old CRP. Additionally, if an attacker
manages to intercept the new CRP (assuming no encryption
is used during the on-chain phase), it will be able to cause a
desynchronization by performing a fake authentication, which
would update the CRP that is stored on the smart contract with
an arbitrary “fake” one.

Spoofing Attack. Storing one single CRP per device at the
server and updating the CRP after each successful authentication is a type of design in which parts of the enrolment
phase are inserted within the authentication phase. Therefore,
if an attacker manages to determine the current CRP, it can
impersonate the concerned device, run a successful authentication, and update the CRP with arbitrary values (to be used
in the next authentication session). In this case, the attacker
guarantees that it will probably succeed the next authentication
challenge as it knows the PUF response to be used. This would
work unless the legitimate device starts an authentication and
fails three times. After three failures, both the attacker and the
legitimate device are locked out by the system.
Lessons
3. In this protocol, the authentication is locked after
three failures. It is important to note that setting up
a countermeasure that can be used against the system
itself is a major vulnerability. Authentication protocol
designers should evaluate the inverse consequences of
a countermeasure.
4. Similar to this protocol, many other protocol update the stored CRP upon a successful authentication.
However, this can be exploited by an attacker through
probing to update the CRP with an arbitrary value,
which would fail any future legitimate authentication.

C. PUF-based Device-to-Device Authentication Protocol
In [53], Yoon et al., proposed a PUF-based mutual authentication protocol for IoT. The protocol allows two IoT devices to
authenticate each other through a central server. The servers
stores one CRP per device. The CRP is updated to a new
CRP after each successful authentication. Also, the protocol
allows the establishment of a session key to provide secrecy
after the authentication (viz., Fig. 2). The authors claimed that
the protocol is resilient to information leakage, replay attacks,
man-in-the-middle, cloning attacks, side channel attacks, and
machine learning attacks. However, we have discovered that
the authentication protocol is vulnerable to spoofing attack as
well as to a denial of service attack.
Spoofing Attack. In this attack scenario, we assume that one of
the devices is compromised (malicious insider). The malicious
device, let us say device B, starts the attack by performing
a legitimate authentication with a target device, let us say
device A. During this authentication, the attacker (device
B) establishes the shared session key KS = H(NA ⊕ NS ).
Then, it uses this key to decrypt the last message that device
A sends, which contains the value of RA2 . Also, because
device B knows the value of NS , it computes the value of
CA2 = H(CA1 ⊕ NS ). At this point, the attacker has learned
the new CRP of device A, i.e., (CA2 , RA2 ). This new CRP

can be used to perform a successful authentication on behalf
of device A (successful spoofing).
Denial of Service. Once the attacker learns the new CRP of
a given target device and then performs a fake successful
authentication, the CRP of the target device gets updated at
the server. In this case, any future authentication attempt from
device A will certainly fail as the CRP that device A uses are
not the same as the one the server uses (desynchronization).
Other Attacks. Another issue that we have noticed with this
protocol is that if an attacker starts a fake authentication,
the latter will be dropped after the protocol runs 21 steps
out of 26. This design issue may be exploited to deplete
devices’ resources (e.g., battery) by running fake and spoofed
authentication attempts. Moreover, since the authentication of
the second device (e.g., Device B in Fig. 2) by the first device
(i.e., Device A) is relies on device B successfully relaying an
encrypted message from the server to device A, an attacker
can impersonate device B and compromise the authentication
claim at device A. This attacker is illustrated in the MSC
of Fig. 3. Last but not least, as the server knows the one
single CRP of each device, a malicious insider controlling the
server would be able to impersonate all the devices to perform
successful authentications. This poses a serious security issue
in the authentication protocol.
Lessons
5. In this protocol, a malicious insider can take advantage of a legitimate authentication session and use
the learned information to impersonate another device.
This security flaw exists due to the negligence of
insider threats during the security evaluation of the
authentication protocol.
6. Similar to many protocols, this protocol updates
the stored CRP upon a successful authentication. This
can be exploited by an attacker through probing to
update the CRP with an arbitrary value and cause
authentication failures when the legitimate device tries
authenticating itself (Similar to Lesson 4).

D. PUF-RAKE-based Authentication protocol
Quershi et al., [54] proposed PUF-RAKE, a PUF-based
lightweight authentication protocol with key establishment.
The protocol allows devices to be authenticated to a server and
exchange valid public keys between two devices to establish a
shared secret. It uses random number generators and masking
functions to obfuscate the exchanged parameters during the
authentication. The protocol was implemented on a Xilinx
Zynq-7000 zc706 evaluation board, and the security of the
protocol was discussed. The protocol is resilient to impersonation attacks (from an outsider perspective), man-in-themiddle, and information leakage. Nevertheless, the analysis
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KS

KS

Fig. 2: Device-to-Device PUF-based Authentication Protocol by Yoon et al., [53] .

of this authentication protocol shows that the security of the
system may be compromised using the following attacks:
Key Cracking. The security of the protocol relies on the secrecy
of a challenge, denoted as Cs . This challenge is assumed to

be stored in a secure NVM and is used to derive a secret key
Ks . This key is employed to decrypt devices’ entries stored in
the database. Since an assumption is not a fact, it may happen
that, within a given implementation, the secret challenge may
be revealed to the attacker. In that case, the security of the
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Fig. 3: Compromising the Authentication Claim of Yoon et al.,’s Authentication Protocol.

system may be compromised as the attacker can impersonate
every enrolled device, including the server. Furthermore, the
secret challenge Cs needs to be updated at some point as
per cryptographic key security requirements; otherwise, an
attacker can brute-force the key and manage to decrypt the
entries of the database using the IDs of the concerned devices
as a concrete indicator.
Spoofing Attack. In this protocol, the server is attributed a highlevel of trust. However, if the server acts as a malicious insider
(from an insider perspective), the latter can impersonate any
device in the system. In fact, as it holds the secret key for
decrypting devices’ entries from the database, it can access
all information that is required to impersonate a given device
and it can disclose the CRPs of the enrolled devices as well.

Lessons
7. The long-term security of an authentication protocol
should not be relying on the secrecy of one single
parameter. That would constitute a single-point of
failure. Indeed, if the secret is revealed to the attacker,
the security of the entire system may get compromised.
Security protocol designers should study the dependency of the used secrete and the scenario where the
secrets are revealed (Similar to Lesson 2).
8. Neglecting insider threats would result in the protocol becoming vulnerable to insider attacks, as well as,
to CRP disclosure through physical invasion. Whatever

Sensor A
A
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B
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S

Request: RandA , IDA
RandA , IDA , IDB , RandB
Obtain: S, CA , CB
{S, RandA , IDB , CA }KAS , M idN um

{{S, RandA , IDB , CA }KAS , S, IDA , RandB , CB }KBS

Obtain: S, CA
Check: RandA
Compute: ΨA (S, CA )
M idN um1 = ΨA (S, CA ) ⊕ M idnum
Feedback Message to Sink Node
ACK/Reject

Fig. 4: Authentication Protocol for Outer Nodes by Tan al. [55].

the level of trust that is assigned to the verifier, the
latter should not be able to reconstruct the CRPs of
any other device (Similar to Lesson 1 and 5).

E. BAN PUF-based Authentication protocol
In [55], Tan et al., proposed a PUF-based authentication
protocol for wireless body area networks (WBAN) for singlehop hierarchical topologies. The protocol allows sensor nodes
to be authenticated to a central sink node and with the
help of a cloud-based trusted third party. Depending on the
distance that separates the sensor nodes from the sink node,
the protocol defines two authentication scenarios: the inlayer
nodes authentication, where sensor nodes directly communicate with the sink node, and the outer nodes authentication,
where some sensor nodes perform authentication with the
sink node through intermediary neighbouring sensor nodes
for energy-saving purposes. The protocol was implemented
on a Xilinx Zynq-7000 zc706 board and its performance
was evaluated. Also, the security of the protocol was briefly
discussed. Notwithstanding, we have found the feasibility of
the following attacks on the authentication protocol:
Spoofing Attacks. The inlayer authentication (i.e., sensor nodes
authenticating to the sink node) consists of comparing the PUF
response of a sensor node with the PUF response that is stored
in the cloud and retrieved by the sink node. We observe that
there is actually no real authentication. The protocol can be
compromised by intercepting and tampering with messages
during an authentication run. For example, during the authentication of a sensor node to a sink node, messages are exchanged
in plaintext and the authentication information that is used to
prove ones identity can easily be disclosed and reused (it is
not protected). Technically, there is no authentication between
the sink node and the cloud TTP server. The TTP just checks

whether the ID of the sink is valid or not. In this case, and since
the ID of the sink is not a secret information (as it is being
broadcasted by the sink node), an attacker can impersonate
the sink node and send fake authentication requests to the
server. Furthermore, sensor nodes are subject to impersonation
(spoofing attacks). Indeed, sensor nodes are required to send
the xor of a challenge and its corresponding response to the
sink node for the authentication. This xor result is similar to
the value of CA that the cloud server sends to the sink node in
the beginning of the authentication. Hence, by intercepting the
parameter CA , an attacker can easily responds to the sink node
by impersonating the concerned sensor node, i.e., sensor node
A. Moreover, from an application perspective, sensors are just
components of the body network that collect measures within
the body environment and transfer the collected information
to the outside word, i.e., cloud, through the sink node. Since
the sink node has access to all CRPs of the enrolled sensor
nodes, then if it acts as a malicious insider, it will be able
to impersonate every single sensor node and upload fake and
erroneous information onto the could. Last but not least, with
respect to the outer sensor nodes authentication, which relies
on proving the knowledge of a shared-key between sensor
nodes, we observe that some of the messages (viz., Messages
5, 6, and 7 in Fig 4) are not authenticated, i.e., their source
cannot be verified. Hence, spoofing attacks are possible in
this authentication phase. For instance, Message 6 (feedback
message to sink) is not authenticated, which allows an attacker
to impersonate sensor node B and send a fake feedback
message to the sink.
DoS Attack. As a consequence of each successful inlayer
authentication, the server removes the used CRP from the
database (as per the protocol). Hence, sending multiple fake
authentication requests to the server would delete a large
number of CRPs of a given sensor node (or all enrolled
sensor nodes) and cause a denial of service to the system.

Another scenario to cause denial of service would be to send
fake reject-messages (Message 7 in the outer sensor node
authentication) to abort the authentication. This is possible as
Message 7 cannot be authenticated.
CRP Disclosure. As a consequence of a valid request from the
sink node to the cloud server, the server sends back a selection
signal S, the xor of a challenge C and its corresponding
response R, denoted as CA = C ⊕R, and the response R. The
authors claimed that by sending the xor of the challenge and
response instead of sending the challenge in plaintext would
prevent an attacker from directly learning the real challenge.
However, because the corresponding response R is sent along
with the xor result, i.e., CA , an attacker will easily retrieve
back the challenge C by xoring CA with the response R.
Also, during the outer node authentication phase, a sensor,
let us say B, sends a parameter M idN um (Message 4)
to another sensor, let us say A, which uses it to obfuscate
the PUF response RA = Ψ(CA ) using xor, i.e., sensor A
computes M idN um1 = ΨA (CA ). Sensor A sends the value
of M idN um1 to sensor B. However, since the value of
M idN um was sent by sensor B encrypted, an attacker can
use Message 4 and 5 to infer the value of the PUF’s response.
Additionally, the cloud server is considered a Trusted Third
Party (TTP) and stores all CRPs in plaintext. If the server
is compromised or acts as a malicious insider, the server can
impersonate all enrolled sensor nodes, including the sink node.
Modeling Attack. The communication between the sensors and
the sink node are not encrypted. This results in the challenges
and their corresponding responses being transmitted in plaintext. An attacker may intercept a large number of CRPs to
build a PFU model for the sensor node’s PUF.
Lessons
9. When provers’ CRPs are used only once (deleted
after each authentication) and replaced by a new one
following a successfully authentication, there is a risk
of desynchronization that an attacker may cause if
there is not limit in the number of failed authentication
attempt. An attack may brute-force the authentication
and succeed in replacing the next used CRP causing a
DoS. In the other hand, the protocol designer should
avoid setting up any harsh countermeasure that may
be used against the system to cause a DoS.
10. Security protocol designer should carefully handle
the use of the XOR operator. Although, this bitwise operator provides properties that allow the implementation of secure and lightweight cryptographic operation,
it can however, destroy the security of the protocol if it
is used incorrectly. In this protocol, the XOR operator
was not used properly, which resulted in the possibility
to generate the CRP disclosure attack.

F. IoT PUF-based Authentication Protocol
In [56], Satamraju et al., proposed a PUF-based mutual authentication protocol for IoT. The protocol allows IoT devices
to securely connect to a trusted server to access some services
over the cloud (e.g., upload device sensors’ collected data).
With respect to protocol implementation, Raspberry Pis model
B+ were used as IoT devices and a Nexus A7 board (with
Artix-7 FPGA) was used to implement a hybrid PUF circuit
which consists of a combination of an arbiter PUF with a
ring-oscillator PUF. The reliability and uniqueness of the PUF
was evaluated within an ambient temperature. However, the
security of the protocol was not discussed. We have found
serious security issues with this protocol:
Spoofing Attack. The authors claimed that the protocol provides mutual authentication. We have analyzed the protocol
and realized that the protocol does not provide any authentication at all. It merely aim to derive a shared key without any
prior authentication (as per Fig. 6 in [56]). Indeed, the protocol
starts by having the device sending its ID to the server, which
uses the ID to randomly retrieve one CRP from a database
and then sends back a challenge and the helper data for that
CRP to the device. The server generates an ephemeral key pair
and sends the public key to the device. The device computes
the PUF response, using the challenge and the helper data,
and then computes a shared secret by multiplying the PUF
response with the received public key. The result is fed to
a key derivation function to output a shared key. The server
perform the same operations to compute the same shared key.
At the end, neither the server nor the device proved to the
other one its identity. Therefore, in this protocol, IoT devices
are subject to impersonation.
DoS Attack. As there is no way for a device to prove its identity
to the server, and attacker can impersonate a device and send
fake nonsense data to the server, which would be decrypted
to a random content and stored over the cloud.
CRP Disclosure. Last but not least, the protocol relies on a
trusted authentication server that stores devices’ CRPs in a
secure database. Therefore, in the case where the servers acts
as a malicious insider, it can disclose the CRPs of the enrolled
devices. It can also impersonate the enrolled devices.
Lessons
11. Authentication cannot be established by having
a device prove that it knows its registered ID that
is being sent in plaintext and can be intercepted by
attackers.
12. Since the trusted server stores all devices’ CRPs,
the protocol becomes vulnerable to insider attacks, as
well as, to CRP disclosure through physical invasion.
Whatever the level of trust that is assigned to the
verifier, the latter should not be able to reconstruct
the CRPs of any other device.

G. Arbiter PUF-based Authentication Protocol
Zerrouki et al., [57] proposed a low-cost Arbiter PUFbased authentication protocol. The protocol allows a resourceconstrained device to be authenticated to a server using its
embedded PUF. It uses a fuzzy extractor to correct PUF
responses from noises and provide higher PUF reliability. The
protocol was simulated to demonstrate its good performance.
However, the security of the protocol was not discussed. We
have analyzed the security of the protocol and found some
security design vulnerabilities. In the following paragraphs,
we discuss some of feasible attacks:
Modeling Attacks. The protocol is vulnerable to machine
learning attacks. Due to the fact that the protocol does not
provide mutual authentication (only the devices proves their
identity to the prover–“server”), an attacker would be able
to impersonate the prover. In this case, the attacker would
generate challenges and obtain plaintext responses (probing),
as per the protocol, to constructs the device’s CRPs. The
current version of the protocol has a maximum of 65,536
possible CRPs since the challenges are expressed in 16 bits.
After collecting a large number of CRPs, a PUF model of the
device’s PUF can be constructed.
Spoofing Attack. After collecting all 65,536 possible CRPs
from the previous attack, the attacker impersonates the concerned device and realizes successful authentication attempts.
MITM Attack. As the protocol does not provide mutual authentication, an attacker can mount a middleman attack. The
attacker impersonates the device and initiates an authentication
attempt. When it receives the challenge, it forwards it to
the device as the prover (server) to obtain the corresponding
PUF response. The attacker then provides the prover with the
received PUF response and passes the authentication.
DoS Attack. In this protocol, each CRP is used only once to
prevent replay attacks. However, the current implementation
of the protocol suffers from a design issue due to the fact
of the absence of a CRP updating procedure. Indeed, for
each enrolled device, the database stores a certain and finite
number of CRPs (i.e., H(Kj ) information), let us say n ≥ 1
CRPs. Since after each successful authentication the used CRP
is deleted from the database, there will be a maximum of
n-possible authentications. After that, the device cannot be
authenticated as there will be no CRP in the database for
that device. This can be exploited by the attacker to cause
a denial of service attack. Factually, if the attacker manage to
build the corresponding PUF model, it can run multiple fake
and successful authentication attempts and cause the server to
delete the CRPs. After that, if the legitimate device requests
an authentication to the server, it will be denied.
Lessons
13. The challenges and their corresponding responses
should not be exchanged in plaintext. Otherwise, attackers may collect a large number of CRPs and build

a precise model of the used PUF.
14. The size of the challenges and the responses should
be large enough to widen the possibility interval.
Otherwise, brute-force attacks would be possible. In
this protocol, there are only 65,536 possible CRPs.
15. When an authentication protocol does not provide
mutual authentication, protocol designers should verify whether middleman attacks are possible. The exchanged parameters should be used in a way where the
involvement of a third party during an authentication
can be detected by the legitimate parties.
16. Many PUF-based authentication protocols adopt
the design of onetime CRP, where a given CRP at
the verifier is deleted after successful authentication.
A CRP updating procedure should be implemented
to guarantee that there will always be some CRPs
available to use. Otherwise, the CRPs will run out and
the protocol stops (Similar to Lesson 4).

H. Secure PUF-based Authentication Protocol
Zheng et al., [58] proposed a secure mutual PUF-based
authentication and key exchange protocol for IoT. The protocol
allows resource-constrained devices to be authenticated using
PUF technology and without having to locally store a large
number of CRPs. It also allows the devices to derive a shared
session key to establish a secure communication. The security
of the protocol was evaluated using ProVerif and was proved to
enforce secrecy and mutual authentication, and be resilient to
replay and man-in-the-middle attacks. Unfortunately, we have
found that the protocol is vulnerable to the following attacks:
CRP Disclosure. The server stores the CRPs of the devices
in plaintext in a database. If the server is compromised, the
CRPs can be disclosed. Furthermore, in the current design
of the protocol, the shared session key that two authenticated
devices establish at the end of an authentication session is
known by the server (it is P2A and P2B ). Hence, if the server is
compromised (or acts maliciously), it can decrypt and read the
encrypted and exchanged messages between two authenticated
devices. The server may also inject fake and erroneous data
to one of the devices and cause inconsistencies.
Message Corruption. The current design of the authentication
protocol allows two resource-constrained devices to be authenticated to each other through a central server. Nevertheless,
the communication between the devices and the server is
not authenticated. The devices have no procedure to verify
that they are communicating with the authentic server and
not with a man-in-the-middle. Therefore, the devices cannot
very whether the messages that they receive from the server
are authentic and have not been tampered with during the
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Fig. 5: Secure PUF-based Authentication Protocol by Zheng et al., [58].

transmission. This may cause a denial of service to the devices
due to failure in the authentication.
Spoofing Attacks. As the server has access to the CRPs,
then if the server acts as a malicious insider, the server

would be able to impersonate every device that it enrolled in
the system. Moreover, the challenge-response entry that was
used during an authentication run is not removed from the
server. This allows the entry to be reused again. A malicious
device may successfully impersonate another device by taking

advantage of a previously conducted legitimate authentication
and reusing the collected information to generate a spoofing
attack when the same challenge is used again. For example,
assuming that device X establishes a legitimate authentication
with another device B (viz., MSC of Fig. 5, here X = A). At
the end of the authentication, device X would have collected
the parameters hB , P1B , P2B , and nX . The parameter hB
is intercepted when being sent to device B. The parameter
P1B is inferred from intercepting and xoring the parameter
φ1 with P1A . The parameter P2B is computed by xoring
the received φ2 with the locally computed parameter P2A .
Finally, the nonce nX is inferred by xoring the computed mX
with the previously computed parameter P1B . At this stage,
the malicious device X can start a new authentication with
another device, let us say C, on behalf of device B. This
attack scenario is illustrated in the MSC of Fig. 6.
Lessons
17. The CRPs should never be stored in plaintext in
any location, whatever is the trust of that location. This
flaw is usual as many security protocol designers do
not consider the case of insider attacks.
18. It it important to consider insider threats when
evaluating the security of an authentication protocol.
We have seen in this protocol how a malicious insider
took advantage of a legitimate authentication session
and used the learned information to impersonate another device. Security protocol provers, e.g., AVISPA,
Tamarin, and ProVerif, may not detect such attack
scenario and hence the analysis has to be performed
manually (Similar to Lesson 1).

IV. D ISCUSSION
In this section, we further discuss the lessons that we
have drawn from analyzing the security of recent PUF-based
authentication protocols in the previous section. We summarize
the major lessons learned from the most common security
design flaws as follows:
CRP Disclosure Flaw. We have observed that many PUFbased authentication protocols suffer from CRPs disclosure
attacks and PUF impersonation (e.g., attacks on protocols
proposed in [56]–[58]). This issue is due to the incorrect
design of the part of the protocol that is responsible for keeping
the CRPs of registered devices secure when these CRPs are
transmitted or stored. This actually could be an interesting
research direction to design PUF-based authentication protocols with a focus on securing the CRPs of registered devices
from attackers. This would make the protocols resilient to
CRP disclosure and PUF’s impersonation through malicious
insider attacks. Also, we urge that authentication protocol
designers should use security protocol verifiers, such as I S ABELLE /HOL, TAMARIN , and P ROV ERIF , to prove security

properties in their protocols. For example, one can verify the
secrecy of the CRPs to check whether it is possible for an
attacker to reveal the CRPs of other devices.
XOR Operator Misuse Flaw. We have found that various
protocols adopt the logical bitwise exclusive OR operator
(i.e., XOR, denoted by ⊕) as a secure operator to perform
lightweight computations. However, if this operator is used
in an incorrect way, e.g., with easily deducible parameters to
protect a credential, then this operator becomes the key for
revealing other related credentials in a transitive way [55].
In fact, due to the absorption property of XOR, publiclyknown parameters can easily be eliminated from a logical
expression that was computed using XOR, disclosing the
values of other parameters, which could be secret parameters.
Therefore, authentication protocol designers should be really
careful when using this powerful logical operator. Automatic
security protocol verifiers can be used to identify security flaws
resulting from the incorrect usage of the operator.
Single-Point of Security. We have found out that the security
of some PUF-based authentication protocols, e.g., [51] and
[54], rely on the security of a long term secret. This constitutes
a critical security flaw as the disclosure of the secret would
reduce the security of the entire systems into void.
Countermeasure Inverse Consequences Flaw. Some authentication protocols (e.g., [52]) implement a security measure
(countermeasure) to mitigate or slowdown certain unusual and
“suspicious” activities when the latter (activities) are detected.
For example, when a large amount of authentication requests
(or messages, in general) coming from the same source is
detected, the system starts ignoring any new message coming
from that suspicious source. Notwithstanding, an attacker
could take advantage of this countermeasure to attack the
availability of the system by spoofing legitimate devices and
flooding the system with bogus messages. This would make
the system blacklist those legitimate devices and ignore any
message coming from them. Therefore, protocol designers
should evaluate the impact of any countermeasure to check
whether the countermeasure can be used against the system.
CRP-Updating Flaw. We have seen that certain PUF-based
authentication protocols, e.g., [52], [53], [55] and [57], update
the CRP at the verifier upon a successful authentication. This
would constitute a security flaw if there is a possibility to
guess the response and succeed in an authentication attempt.
For example, if the number of failed authentication attempt
is not limited and the size of the CRPs is not that large,
then it is possible to brute-force the response and succeed
in the authentication. This would allow an attacker to update
the CRP at the verifier with an arbitrary value for future
authentications. This however, will prevent the legitimate party
from authenticating to the verifier as the CRP that is uses is
not the same as the one stored at the verifier.
Ignoring Insider Threats. We have observed that a large
number of the reviewed protocols do not consider insider
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Fig. 6: Impersonation Attack on Authentication Protocol by Zheng et al., [58].

threats (e.g., [51], [53], [54] and [58]). This makes these
authentication protocols vulnerable to CRP disclosure attacks
in the case where the “trusted” server is compromised (either
by a remote attacker or by an insider). In the field of Information Technology Security, in general, and security protocols, in

particular, considering insider threats is important and critical.
In fact, a disgruntled employee (insider) commonly represents
a higher risk than a black-hat hacker (outsider). Although
outsider threats are more common than insider threats, insider
threats still constitute a serious threat that cannot be ignored.

Therefore, we recommend to PUF-based authentication designers to consider both insider and outsider threats when
developing a secure authentication protocol.
Last but not least, we point out that all reviewed protocols are vulnerable to connection deprivation through racecondition attacks [60]–[63]. In fact, existing authentication
protocols, in general, and the reviewed authentication protocols, in particular, follow a state machine that transits from one
state to another based on the first unauthenticated message that
is received. That is, if the protocol is in a state of expecting
the reception of a message, then it will transit to another
state upon the reception of that message so that it processes
the message and takes further decisions (e.g., reply or abort).
This sounds totally consistent with respect to standard protocol
behaviors. Notwithstanding, if we consider an attacker model
where it is possible for an attacker to interfere during the
execution of the protocol, then the message that is received
could be a modified copy (e.g., containing incorrect values) of
the expected message. Consequently, if the modified message
is received before the genuine one, then the receiving device
will be misled to fail the execution of the protocol (e.g., wrong
password derivation). This generally ends up on the occurrence
of a denial of service attack, where devices are deprived from
being able to successfully establish authentication and get
connected to a network as it was demonstrated in [61]–[63].
V. C ONCLUSION
The service of authentication constitutes the spine of all
security properties. It is the phase where entities prove their
identities to each other and generally establish and derive
cryptographic keys to provide confidentiality, data integrity,
non-repudiation, and availability. Due to the heterogeneity and
the particular security requirements of IoT (Internet of Things),
developing secure, low-cost, and lightweight authentication
protocols has become a serious challenge.
There has been a significant attention from the research
community and the industry to develop lightweight and secureby-design authentication protocols for IoT applications by
adopting PUFs (Physical Unclonable Functions) technology.
Many subsequent works have been made to propose secure,
and lightweight PUF-based authentication protocols. This has
noticeably turned our attention to investigate the security of the
most recently published PUF-based authentication protocols.
In this paper, we have started by giving a brief overview of
PUFs, their types, and related attacks. Then, we have reviewed
the security of recent PUF-based authentication protocols.
For each protocol, we have demonstrated the feasibility of
some attacks. We have drawn lessons and proposed recommendations to be considered while developing future PUFbased authentication protocols so that the future protocols
can be free from the identified security design flaws. Finally,
we have summarized the major lessons by presenting six
common security design flaws: (1) CRP disclosure flaw, (2)
Xor operator misuse flaw, (3) single-point of security, (4) countermeasure inverse consequences flaw, (5) CRP-updating flaw

(6) ignoring insiders threats. Furthermore, we have pointed out
the vulnerability of existing authentication protocols to race
condition-based attacks and future authentication protocols
should implement a countermeasure to make the protocols
smart and resilient against those attacks.
Finally, we have taken advantage of the lessons that we
learned in [1] to design and implement a PUF-based mutual
authentication protocol (T2T-MAP) for Thing-to-Thing architectures [64]. The authentication protocol is secure against
the reported attacks and is conform to IoT security and
performance requirements.
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